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Catalan as an obstacle?

S

adly, the process of normalització of the Catalan language is
still far from complete. A proof
of how far there is still to go in
the official standardisation of
the language and ensuring its presence
at all levels of society can be seen from a
statement made by Dolors Riba, vice
rector of the Universitat Autònoma de
Barcelona (UAB), who said recently:
"We are looking for a team of quality
teaching staff and we cannot let the language be an obstacle."
It seems as if Catalan is an obstacle to
finding quality teachers while other languages are not. In France, or Germany,
or Denmark, or Greece, or Portugal,
would anyone dare to claim that the languages of these countries are an obstacle
and that all university classes from now
on should be given in English?
Is there really anyone who believes
that for an educated person, with
qualifications and a high cultural level,
the language can be obstacle? A 15-yearold pupil of mine from Belarus, after
only six months, speaks and writes
Catalan better than many people born
in Catalonia. Is it possible that a university professor who wants to work in
Catalonia is not capable of learning
Catalan?
We live in a multi-cultural and multilingual society. Learning languages is
one of the enriching elements of such a
society and this aspect ought to be encouraged. Or is it the case that only
Catalans should be expected to become
multilingual?
So, a professor coming from abroad
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can be expected to learn Spanish but not
Catalan, given that Catalan is an obstacle. And what if a professor wants to
give his classes in Arabic, Chinese or
English? Would he be required to do so
in Spanish? We all know that Catalan is a
minority language, undergoing a process of standardisation, and prohibited
and persecuted at times in the past.
Which is why it seems contradictory
that the university, which should be the
defender of the country’s language and
culture, should refuse to collaborate in
this process and help condemn Catalan
to extinction in the future for the good
of the economy. It increasingly seems as
if we have a university put at the service
of the economy and business to the det-

riment of culture.
We should expect people from outside working in Catalonia to learn Catalan! A Catalan would never find work in
a foreign university without knowledge
of the local language or at least a commitment to learn it. In that case, why are
we expected to permit it?
Catalan has to be the common language of the workplace as well as that of
science and the universities. We cannot
allow it to be sidelined and restricted to
the family or certain sectors of the community. Would it be acceptable in another country for a lecturer not to have a
basic knowledge of the language of the
country in which he or she is working?
Moreover, putting the economy be-

fore the culture and language of Catalonia can be seen in other fields. Surely it is
the last straw that an airline company
should be exempted from teaching
Catalan to its employees so that they can
provide a better service to clients? Or
that companies should not be required
to label their products in Catalan and
use that language when addressing their
customers in Catalonia? We want to be a
normal country and do the same as
other normal countries do. What is
legitimate for the Spanish, the French,
the Germans, the Norwegians and the
Danes should also be legitimate for the
Catalans.
Without doubt, Catalans have the
right to receive classes at any level in
their own language. And that is a fundamental right protected by the Universal
Declaration of Linguistic Rights (article
24): "All language communities have the
right to decide to what extent their language is to be present, as a vehicular language and as an object of study, at all levels of education within their territory:
preschool, primary, secondary, technical and vocational, university, and adult
education."
For all these reasons, we believe that,
because of her irresponsible words, the
vice rector of the UAB should resign immediately, or at the very least issue a full
and public apology, as the directors of
Air Berlin where forced to and as would
those in charge of any company that
dared to undermine the linguistic rights
of Catalans and ridicule the process of
standardisation of the Catalan language.
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as it a Hollywood movie
or a real tragedy? It was
real. Incredibly real,
even if on television it
looked at times like one of these famous
spectacular catastrophe films. "Nine
eleven" was a long day, a day that would
change politics around the world for
many years to come. The centre of economic power, Wall Street, and the centre
of military power, the Pentagon, in the
most powerful country on Earth
seemed like an easy target when suicidal
fanatics decided to strike. And the
centre of political power, the White
House, barely escaped. The plan was
amazing in its wickedness and its scale.
The world was stunned. And yet,
there was much more to come, as if it
were a nightmare from which we could

never wake up.
The immediate reaction of some
politicians on hearing of the attack and
its perpetrators was "we have to do
something about the Palestinian problem". But this was quickly forgotten, lest
a justification be given to that dreadful
mass-murder of innocents.
The Washington Post was one of the
very few newspapers that published a
special edition the same day the attack
happened, and this is how it explained
the scenes in New York: "Jet-fuel fireballs billowed orange when two jetliners
powered into the tallest building on the
New York City skyline. The air fast
turned black and acrid, and some
workers jumped from shattered
windows of the World Trade Center’s
twin towers as debris and shredded of-

fice supplies showered the streets of
lower Manhattan. Refugees from the
burning buildings raced and staggered
outside into what had been, a few minutes earlier, a crystalline day. Some
screamed, others cried out, others sat on
curbsides in mute shock, their faces and
their business suits streaked with soot.
The unhurt supported the wounded,
with one man helping a stranger who
had lost much of his skin. Terrorists had
exploded their bombs before, including
one at this very same place, but no one
had ever experienced anything as stunning as today’s attack on the World
Trade Center. Witnesses described
watching one of the towers collapse, saying it looked as though one of the bestknown landmarks in the country had
simply melted".

